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ABSTRACT

This year, at Electronic Imaging 2010, will be held for the second time, as part of the "Color Imaging XV: Displaying, Hardcopy, Processing, and Applications" conference, the special session entitled, "Dark Side of Color". This session aims at introducing innovative thinking, and discussion from experts working in a wide range of disciplines related with color, to foster ideas and stimulate about open issues and common misunderstanding in color science and technology. It is composed by a limited number of invited short presentations that are presented as summaries in this paper together with an overall description of the session point of view.

Keywords: Dark side of color, Color, Color models, Color teaching, Colorimetry, Color related phenomena

1. WHAT THIS SESSION IS ABOUT

What is the dark side of color?

Color is a very complex phenomenon that cannot be explained with only physics principles. The human vision system is what transforms the physical stimuli into the colors we see.

Color related topics are sometime taught and communicated without presenting their inner complexity, their limits and the simplifications that sometime are at their base. A-critically following pre-defined "recipes" can lead to the risk of loosing the overall framework and consequently a complete understanding of the chosen technique.

Classic colorimetric methods, specifically designed to deal with color in aperture mode (isolated, out of visual context), have become dominant in digital color science and technology. Their use has been extended to deal with a great variety of situations in which color is considered inside a visual context, thus outside its initial scope. Color science is facing this transitional evolution in order to deal with color in context and appearance, but without substantial changes in their original foundation.

There is a need for widening the scientific debate and discuss about paradigms. This can be achieved by, for example, new questions, different attention for details; information in the margins that so far are often discounted or overlooked. These aspects are what we consider to be the "dark side of color".

The invited speakers of this section have been asked to stimulate ideas and discussions on the needs and the characteristics of possible alternative approaches and/or point of view. This session aims at suggesting paradigm shifts, lateral thinking and bottom up experimentation by re-addressing the current state of the evolving situation in color in sciences, arts and technologies.
Following these principles, every speaker has chosen a topic of his/her preference and presents open issues and problems in a short 15-minutes presentation. The presentation abstracts are reported in the following sections to give the reader a glance on the discussed topics.

We would like to stress that basically no answers are expected to arise from the presentations of this session, but more likely questions and perspective shifts.

2. THE SPEAKERS

Here are the abstracts of the speakers that will participate at this second edition of the session of the Dark Side of Color. They are listed in alphabetical order.

2.1 “Color naming: color scientists do it between Munsell Sheets of Color” Giordano Beretta and Nathan Moroney

With the advent of high dynamic range imaging and wide gamut color spaces, gamut mapping algorithms have to nudge image colors much more drastically to constrain them within a rendering device's gamut. Classical colorimetry is concerned with color matching and the developed color difference metrics are for small distances. For larger distances, categorization becomes a more useful concept. In the gamut mapping case, lexical distance induced by color names is a more useful metric, which translates to the condition than a nudged color may not cross a name boundary. The new problem is to find these color name boundaries. We compare the experimental procedures used for color naming by linguists, ethnologists, and color scientist and propose a methodology that leads to robust repeatable experiments.

2.2 “Size matters: The problem of color-difference estimation for small visual targets” Robert C. Carter and Louis D. Silverstein

A longstanding problem in color science is the accurate estimation of color differences for visual targets of small angular subtense. For instance, “What is the magnitude of a half-degree color difference that will be as discriminable as a given two-degree color difference?” Or, “What is the reduced angular subtense (or increased distance) at which two visual fields of given colors will become appreciably less discriminable than they were at larger subtense (or smaller distance)?” Past attempts at solving this problem have been specific to a particular color difference equation and, as such, the work lost relevance as improved color difference formulae were developed. This presentation proposes a structural model based upon the response of retinal cone cells to small-subtense target images scattered by the ocular media. The method is demonstrated to be applicable without alteration to very different contemporary color difference equations, to be practical with a wide range of surround intensities, and to have high correlation with human search performance involving small color targets on an electronic information display.

2.3 “Controlled versus uncontrolled viewing conditions in color evaluation” Reiner Eschbach

A large part of the information we are gathering on Human Perception comes from carefully designed controlled visual experiments. In these experiments the experimental parameters are carefully controlled and any extraneous influence is reduced or eliminated. But what, if the experiment does not agree with the noisy observations in the real world? Are there ways to identify the source of the problem? Actually, a more interesting question is: where do I look for the noise source. Which data points do I mistrust and how do I design an experiment to distinguish? This talk describes our current hypothesis in light of such a contradiction in our own experiments.
2.4 “Mind over Matter” Jennifer Gille

We generally treat color as a separable property of objects. The physiological evidence of color channels in early vision would seem to support this view. Still, many color phenomena belie this simple idea. What does this mean for our characterization of color?

2.5 “Globalization of color” Paul Hubel

Digital image rendering brings the ability to apply complex color and tone correction algorithms. One of the more difficult aspects of newer rendering techniques is the balance between global and some kind of local correction. In the case of computer vision where the reproduction of surface color is desired, local corrections that can separate out the illumination is desirable. In photography, however, the characteristics of the illumination are fundamental to the scene and removal can destroy not only the artistic intent but also move the rendering further from the scene perception. In terms of tone this kind of thing can remove depth perception - in faces, for example - and in color this can turn warm sunset illumination into cold noonday sun. Clearly some local manipulation is necessary, particularly for HDR mapping. Examples will be shown and the challenge for the future is getting the balance between global and local influence to match both perception and photographic preference.

2.6 “The appearance of illusions and the delusion of reality” John McCann

Physicists born in the 18th century still influence our impressions of reality. Take for example, the work at the Royal Institution, London around 1800. Sir Humphrey Davy and Josiah Wedgwood developed a precursor to silver-halide photography. Thomas Young taught at the Royal Institution at the time and proposed that three types of retinal receptors at the same location could explain our color response to all visible wavelengths. It is tempting to think that vision behaves the same as silver-halide film. We tend to think that the response of a single pixel can successfully model the response of every pixel in the entire image, with curious exceptions, that we call “illusions”.

Webster defines illusion as the state, or fact, of being intellectually deceived or misled. The usage for visual test targets makes sense if, and only if, we assume that human vision must behave the same as photographic film. However, by 1800 there were shrewd observations to the contrary by da Vinci, von Guericke, Count Rumford, and many others. They showed that vision was different from film. All the neurophysiology of the second half of the 20th century has shown the visual pathway is a sequence of spatial operators. These operators compare the response of one part of the retinal image with another. Color is the result of spatial comparisons of all the pixels in the scene. The pixel model of human color vision is a delusion.

For vision, we need to free our thinking from the single-pixel models of physicists. If we measure a display, the quantum catch of a single pixel can describe the light. However, if we look at a display, we apply our spatial image-processing pathway to the image on our retinas. Our spatial transformation of retinal images is the reality of human color vision.